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INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF AMERICAN LINGUISTICS 

A CHARACTERISTIC PENUTIAN FORM OF STEM 

By E. SAPIR 

In spite of its somewhat top-heavy intro- 
duction Dr. Leo J. Frachtenberg's " Com- 
parative Studies in Takelman, Kalapuyan and 
Chinookan Lexicography " (International 
Journal of American Linguistics, vol. I, n? 2, 
pp. I75-182) is a decidedly valuable and wel- 
come contribution to our gradually progressing 
knowledge of the relations between the seve- 
ral linguistic " stocks " of the Pacific Coast. He 
does not go so far as to deduce genetic rela- 
tionship between Takelma, Kalapuya, and 
Chinook on the basis of the lexical evidence 
presented in his paper, but he does " make 
bold to predict that additional data will be 
produced in the near future " tending to 
confirm such'a conclusion. Elsewhere in the 
paper he states : " I have collected a mass of 
material establishing a probable common ori- 
gin for the Kusan, Siuslawan, Yakonan, and 
(perhaps) Kalapuyan languages which will be 
presented in the near future. " Though he 
chides Dixon and Kroeber for their hasty 
announcement of the Hokan and Penutian 
groupings, he remarks, somewhat unexpec- 
tedly: " The absence of conclusive evidence 
concerning Penutian and Hokan is the more 
unfortunate, as there exist strong reasons to 
believe that the Takelman, Kusan, Siuslawan, 
Yakonan, Kalapuyan, and (perhaps) Chinookan 
languages spoken in Oregon may be proven to 
be Penutian sister-tongues. " 

All this is very interesting to me, as it 
chimes with conclusions or hypotheses I had 
arrived at independently. On the appearance 

of Frachtenberg's Coos grammar it soon became 
clear to me that the morphological and lexical 
resemblances between Takelma and Coos were 
too numerous and fundamental to be explain- 
ed away by accident or plausibly accounted 
for by borrowing. This in spite of the very 
great differences of phonetics and structure 
that separate the two languages. The appea- 
rance of Frachtenberg's Siuslaw material 2 has 
only tended to confirm this impression, further, 
to make it perfectly obvious that Coos and 
Siuslaw, as Frachtenberg announces, are 
divergent representatives of a single linguistic 
stock. Meanwhile comparison of Takelma, Coos, 
and Siuslaw with Dixon and Kroeber's Penutian 
group of California (Costanoan, Miwok, 
Yokuts, Wintun, and Maidu) disclosed an 
astonishing number of both lexical and mor- 
phological correspondences, correspondences 
which were first dimly brought to my con- 
sciousness years ago by certain morphological 
resemblances between Takelma and Yokuts, 
later and more vividly by the decidedly Penu- 
tian" feel " of Coos grammar. In spite of our 
slight knowledge of most of the Californian 
languages involved, I succeeded in getting to- 
gether what I believe to be a quite respectable 
mass of evidence tending to unite the southern 

I. Coos, an Illustrative Sketch (Handbook of Ame- 
rican Indian Languages, BBAE 40, part 2, I914, 
pp. 297-429). 

2. Lower Umpqua Texts (CU, 4, 1914); Siuslawan 
(Lower Umpqua), an Illustrative Sketch (Handbook of 
American Indian Languages, BBAE 40, part 2, 1917, 
pp. 43 -629). 
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languages with those of Oregon into a large 
and highly differentiated " stock ". 

Unfamiliarity with Alsea (Yakonan) and 
Kalapuya made it impossible for me to follow 
the chain of evidence geographically. Neverthe- 
less, Chinookan points of contact soon mani- 
fested themselves too persistently to be brushed 
aside. After hesitating for a long while to take 
up seriously the possibility of affiliating 
Chinook, one of the most isolated and mor- 
phologically specialized languages in America, 
with the Penutian languages of Oregon, I now 
find myself forced by the evidence to admit 
such an affiliation as not only possible but 
decidedly probable. In view of the clear points 
of lexical contact and of the phonetic shifts 
that Frachtenberg has established, even if only 
in a preliminary way, between Takelma and 
Kalapuya, his further hypothesis of a funda- 
mental connection between Kalapuya and 
Chinook was, for me, to be looked for a priori. 
I believe it only fair to add that the manuscript 
evidence that I possess of the relation between 
Chinook and various languages to the south is 
much stronger than the comparatively scanty 
lexical data presented by Frachtenberg I. 

I. Even of the nineteen cognates given by Frachten- 
berg no less than nine or ten, it seems to me, are almost 
certainly borrowings. This is particularly obvious in the 
case of Kalapuya u'fskan cup and u'lxayu SEAL. Both of 
these nouns have taken over bodily the Lower Chinook 
feminine prefix u- of u'-cgan cuP and u'-lxaiu SEAL. 
Moreover, the Kalapuya, as an inland people, could 
hardly be expected to possess a native term for the seal. 
As for u'-cgan, that is merely a secondary feminine for- 
mation from Chinook i'-cgan (masc.) CEDAR. This 
alone would prove Kalapuya u'skan cuP to be a borrow- 
ing from Chinook. 

The fifty-three Takelma-Kalapuya correspondences are 
of a very different sort and bear all the ear-marks ot 
genuineness. I take this opportunity of correcting a few 
errors. For Takelma dak'- TO FINISH (p. I80) read t!ap'g-; 
for t'pdlt' SNAIL (pp. I80, 18I) read t'bdllt'; for dip' 
CAMASS (p. I80) read dip' ; for t!ewex FLEA (p. i8i) read 
t!ewex. Frachtenberg's statement that (( Takelma ts 
remains unchanged , in Kalapuya (p. I80) is incorrect, as 

However, further evidence serving to link 
Chinook both with Kalapuya and with Coos- 
Siuslaw-Alsea will no doubt have been discov- 
ered by Frachtenberg by the time this paper is 
published. 

The greatest surprise was still awaiting me. 
Tsimshian occupies a peculiarly isolated posi- 
tion. In its morphological aspects it offers 
hardly any specific points of resemblance to 
the neighboring Nadene languages (Haida, 
Tlingit, Athabaskan). With the Wakashan- 
Salish-Chimakuan group to the south it shares, 
e. g., initial reduplication to express distribu- 
tive and plural ideas and a series of classifying 
suffixes appended to numeral stems. In its 
deeper morphological features, however, 
Tsimshian stands quite apart from these lan- 
guages. Lexically too, aside from a number of 
more or less patent loan-words, there seem to 
be no stems that Tsimshian shares with any of 
the neighboring languages. A tentative com- 
parison with the Penutian (or, if one prefers, 
hypothetically Penutian) languages of Oregon 
revealed a considerable number of correspon- 
dences both in the lexical material and in some 
of the more intimate and fundamental features 
of the morphology. Should it be possible to 
demonstrate (and I am fairly sanguine that it 
can be demonstrated) that Tsimshian is a de- 
tached northern offshoot of Penutian, we would 
be compelled to face a most interesting fact in 
linguistic differentiation and in the distribu- 
tion of American tribes. 

The data for the various assertions I have 
made in this paper I expect to present in 
extenso in the future. The fundamental type of 
Penutian language seems to be a predomi- 
nantly inflective one, as exemplified say in 
Miwok, Yokuts and, in more specialized form, 
in Takelma. The tremendous morphological 

Takelma possesses no ts; al-ts'il RED (pp. I80, I8I) 
should be corrected to al-ts'!il. 
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divergences exhibited by the various languages 
here grouped together are due, it would seem, 
to two main types of change : the gradual 
breaking down of inflective forms and the 
consequent growth of more analytic forms (e. 
g., in Costanoan and, in a less extreme way, in 
Coos) ; and the evolution of special synthetic 
developments, as in Chinook, often, no doubt, 
under the influence of alien languages, as in 
Maidu and Tsimshian. It is, of course, entirely 
premature to group the Penutian languages 
genetically, but the following provisional 
scheme may be of some slight value as an aid 
to convenient visualization. 

A. Californian group 
i Miwok 
I Costanoan 

2. Yokuts 

3. Wintun 
4. Maidu 

B. Oregon group 
I. Takelma 
2. Oregon Coast group 

Coos 
Siuslaw 
Yakonan 

3.. Kalapuya 
C. Chinookan 
D. Tsimshian 

It may well be that Frachtenberg's as yet 
unpublished data on Kalapuya and Yakonan 
will force a readjustment of the languages 
under B ; as for group A, possibly Wintun and 
Maidu form a closer unit, analogous to that 
undoubtedly comprised by Miwok and Costa- 
noan 1. 

i. See A. L. Kroeber, The Chumash and Costanoan 
Languages, UCP9: 237-271, particularly 259-263 (1910); 
also The Languages of the Coast of California north of 
San Francisco (loc. cit., I911, pp. 273-435), pp. 306-308. 

One of the most striking of the more inti- 
mate structural peculiarities of Takelma is the 
presence of a large number of stems of type 
cv1 cv(c2)-, i.e. of stems with repeated vowel. 
In the verb, this method of stem formation has, 
to a large extent, taken over a grammatical 
significance, in some cases characterizing the 
aorist stem, in others, less numerous, the verb- 
stem proper. It is, however, frequently illus- 
trated in the noun, adjective, and adverb as 
well 2. Examples are: 

yana 3 ACORN 

mahai LARGE 

waga- TO BRING (non-aorist) 
baxam- TO COME (aorist) 
legem- KIDNEY 

yewee PERHAPS 

sebe- TO ROAST (non-aorist) 
lehei- TO DRIFT DEAD TO LAND (aorist) 
yiwin SPEECH 

-xiwi- TO ROT (non-aorist) 

ginig- TO GO SOMEWHERE (aorist) 

mot'op' SEED-BEATER 

olom FORMERLY 
odo- TO HUNT FOR (non-aorist) 
lop'od- TO RAIN (aorist) 
siliiutk' CRICKET 

iyiyt's- TO LAUGH (aorist) 

Turning to Coos, we find that this same type 
of stem formation, though apparently not pro- 
vided with formal significance, is very common. 
It is so very characteristic of the noun, indeed, 
that Frachtenberg's failure to mention it in his 
Coos grammar must be set down as a curious 

oversight. By actual count I find in his Coos 

2. For details see The Takelma Language of South- 
western Oregon (BBAE 40, part 2, I9I2, pp. 1-296), 
5?4o, 86, o19. 

3. I am omitting all stress and pitch accents in this 
paper, also normalizing all orthographies to correspond 
to the recommendations of the Phonetic Committee of 
the American Anthropological Association. 
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vocabulary I no less than I40 examples of such 
nouns (and adjectives), 35 of verb stems, and 
9 of adverbs. These figures show conclusively 
that we are dealing with a real formative 
feature of the language, not with an arbitra- 
rily selected congeries of words. A few of the 
examples are: 

yabas MAGGOTS 

yalaq GRAY (of hair) 
manat CROWD 

calat'ts, CRACK 

qawa CHEEK 
maha- TO SCARE 

ak'ana&- TO STICK OUT 

kayal- TO DECAY 

qalau- TO HURT 
ttalaw- TO BARK 

hakwai AS IF 

ehe GONE 
wehel STOMACH 
tsehes ALIVE 

bel'etts CORNER 

t'tpene WINGS 

en'eb- TO STICK OUT 

eqe TO DIE (plur.) 
xeyeti TO TWIST TO ONE SIDE 

bele SHOUTS 
welex- TO STOOP 

kweett TO LIVE 
thentc FAR AWAY 
t'fcw MAT 

kwtnts FEATHER 

w!ttn BLOOD 

Cl' tC RAZOR-CLAM 

ltkwtt FEATHERS 

i'ttstl- TO RECOGNIZE 

httt- TO CARRY 

ttms- TO HOLD BACK INFORMATION 

tti'w- TO OVERTAKE 

wtl&n- TO STEAL 

ylki' LONG AGO 

U'yu' RAINBOW 

mo'yus ANUS 
tso'no' BOTH WAYS 

It does not seem plausible that these and 
numerous analogous examples are merely 
secondary phonetic developments due to pro- 
gressive or regressive vocalic harmony 2. To at 
least some extent Coos possesses forms with 
repeated vowel that are of grammatical sig- 
nificance, notably certain irregular plurals of 
nouns and adjectives, e.g. : 

tss'y-ux1 SMALL 
4nes HUNCHBACK 

plur. tss'yE'-ne 
bene'yes-e 

The very irregularity of such forms points to 
their archaic character. They are obviously 
analogous to such Takelma adjectival plurals 
as : 

-t'gem BLACK 

-t'gey-ap-x ROUND 
ba'als LONG 

plur. -t'geme-t'it' 
-t'geye-p'-it' 
ba alas-it' 

Analogous forms seem to be found in Lower 
Umpqua (Siuslaw), though apparently not so 
characteristically. I do not feel as clear about 
them as yet as about the corresponding Coos 
formations. Examples are: 

yaIqa-aU' HOLE 

haya'ttt WIDOW 

hatca-t LONG 

pa'nqa MEDICINE-MAN 

taha'ntk QUIVER 

ca'ya PENIS 
t'saxan STOMACH 

k'ayak EAGLE 

qa'xat FISH-NET 

xwa'ka HEAD 

iawat- TO GAMBLE 

i. See pp. 91-2I 3 of Coos Texts, CU i, 91 3. 2. See Frachtenberg's Coos, BBAE 40, 2: ? 7. 
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airha- TO BE WILLING 

atas ONLY 
wi'I tIC RAT 

pi'stp FISH-HAWK 

nitsiz-ai' ELDER SISTER 

I'tlms CHILD 
t'i'wi'st SUNSET 
tstmd'T' MUSKRAT 

tsi'kwt LEGGINGS 

lthittct MATCHES 

ptntd-t SHARP 

awi htn- TO LOSE 
wi'tstn- TO CAMP 

nMu'l'u BREECH-CLOTH BELT 

ttxmu'ku' BOW-STRING 

Many more forms of this type, though not as 

many as in Coos, could be cited, but, on the 

whole, one gets the feeling that it had ceased 
to be a live and productive method of stem 
formation. An apparent tendency to loss of 
vowels and consequeht formation of consonan- 
tal clusters would seem to have counteracted 
the persistence of the type. Comparison with 
Coos seems to confirm this, e.g.: 

L. Umpqua 
(Siuslaw) 

Coos 

man qitt! crow 

tipa'an, itp.'-n wings 
ma' qit 
t' pene 

In both Coos and Siuslaw, it should be noted, 
forms with repeated vowels are sometimes 
related, as in Takelma, to monovocalic forms, 
e.g.: 
Coos manat crowd 

t'Ipele wings, feathers 
xalaw-rs heat 

L. . yalqa-all ' hole 

pan'qa medicine-man 

manta'a- to keep company 
t'lpe wings 
xalw-ts hot 

yaq-' i'tq-to dig 

ptq- to dance a medicine 
dance 

Whether the type of stem with repeated 
vowel is found also in Alsea (Yakonan) must 

wait for an answer until Frachtenberg's mate- 
rial is available. This applies also to Kalapuya. 
The Kalapuya forms that he gives in his com- 
parative study number several of the type, 
e.g.: 

tkanaq fly 
qal'am silverside salmon 
qauwan Chinook salmon 
palam drunk (Chinook Jargon) 
qol'oq swan (Chinook) 
dugulhu' owl 
mu'lukwa cow 

but, suggestive as such examples are, not much 
can be done with them when torn apart from 
their grammatical and statistical context. In 
Chinook and Tsimshian the type cannot be 
demonstrated to exist. It is evident from inter- 
nal evidence and from its numerous and often 
complex clusters of consonants that vowels 
have dropped out very frequently in Chinook, 
so that an originally present type of stem for- 
mation (c)vc,v(c2)- would be expected, under 
the destructive influence of phonetic processes, 
to have disappeared as such. Possibly, however, 
comparative evidence and closer study of 
Chinookan material may eventually reveal the 
former existence of the type. Such forms as 
-kala MAN (cf. also Wishram -gi-kal HUSBAND), 
-ka kole' EEL *-ka'kwale' (cf. Wishram 

-gakwal), -sala FRESH-WATER CLAM, taxam six (cf. 
Wishram txnm), and ca'ytm GRIZZLY BEAR (cf. 
plural caya'm-ukc) are, for the present, sugges- 
tive but too isolated to constitute convincing 
evidence. 

As soon as we turn to the Penutian languages 
of California, we are at once struck by the 

large number of nouns, adjectives, and verb 
stems that are formed on the pattern (c)vc,v(C2)-. 
Examples from Wintun I are: 

I. Taken from S. A. Barrett's vocabulary, pp. 8I-87 
of The Ethno-geography of the Porno and neighboring 
Indians (University of California Publications in Ameti- 
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apa- mother's brother 
tahal tongue 
daka belly 
anak knee 
kama bed 
taral mush-paddle 
kada deer-snare 
aka bitter 
k'ana to sleep 
hara to go (D) 
elet infant 
Ie'me rib 
kewel house 
wene medicine 
ti'nik nose (Southerly dialect) 
i'mit milk 
tiwi'l rattlesnake 
hi'ti' shell-beads 
t'iki sand 
wini to see (D) 
ko'so' lungs 
poto intestines 
no'ko arrow 
no'lo' smoke 
do'ko' knife 
tco'ro' fish-net 
cotok pestle 
su'no' nose (Northerly dialect) 
pu'ru' heart 
irdu'i rabbit-skin robe 
tu'ru'l magnesite beads 
tu'nz'k cradle 
su'ru't burden net 
yu'ru' rain 
ku'pum fingers 
u'tcu'- younger sister 
lu'mu' dead 
llmuhu' to sing 

can Archaeology and Ethnology, vol. 6, I908, pp. 1- 

332). 
i. Forms marked (D) are quoted from R. B. Dixon's 

Outlines of Wintun Grammar (Putnam Anniversary 
Volume I909, pp. 461-476). 

It is evident at a glance that the type is very 
much in evidence in Wintun. By actual count 
I find that considerably more than a third of 
the nouns and adjectives listed by Barrett for the 

Southerly ) dialect belong to it. 
Equally evident is the type in Maidu. From 

Dixon's grammar 2 I may quote: 

waka' meat 
tsaka' pitch 
tsa'wa teeth 
paka sinew 
ma'wa hip 
yaha' good 
wasa' bad 
-tala- to crush 
heme gopher 
sede blood 
benek tomorrow 
hini eye 
bini net 
ki'wi' back 
mini' nipples 
yimi arm 

piti' dung 
simi month 
tsibi' nails 
-pwili- to roll 
-tibil- to wind around 
wdohl heavy 
kolo- to rotate 
ono'- head 
'ko'wo' armpit 
yoso' field-mouse 
kono' baby 
nolo' pack-basket 
bono' ear 
poko' sun 
koyo' valley 
wo'no'- to die 

2. Maidu, an illustrative Sketch (Handbook of Ameri- 
can Indian Languages, BBAE: 40, part I, 191o, pp. 679- 
734). 
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buku tail 
butu fur 
suku' smoke 
ku'lu' evening 
nu'su' face 

It is clear that the type is as much alive in 
Maidu as in Wintun, and; as in Wintun, it 
seems, further, to be rather more characteristic 
of the noun than of the verb. This may be 
only apparent, however, as our knowledge of 
the verb morphology of these languages is far 
from complete. 

Turning to Yokuts, we find the type of stem 
formation still very much in evidence. I select 
from Kroeber's lists . Examples of nouns 
are: 

tyapad shoulder 
ma-rad tears 
kabad wings 
tabak deer-tick 
capan coal 
wadak head-net 
k'awE't back 
tshEtY head louse 
tcshbi fog 
bidik faeces 
dimik prairie falcon 
tYipin sky 
idik water 
cikid arrow 
ip'in ground acorns 
tY~iik nose 
mtkic throat 
lirfit earth 
woho'cit panther 
n'tc3 youth 
,tYJ hair 

ptM penis 

I. See The Yokuts Language of South Central California, 
UCP 2: I65-377 (1907). For this paper I use only 
Yaudanchi forms (see pp. 240-254 for vocabulary). 

c3m3t lungs 
r,3h3 grizzly bear 
c3yad antelope 
t3op3 buckeye 
tcaxctc soaproot 
so'kan tobacco 
cak3d hole 
2dJt ball 
wick belt 

putuc acorn 

The list might be greatly extended. A large 
number of verbs also belong to this type, e.g.: 

awatY to dislike 
tawac to be thirsty 
paxat to mourn for 
tcadax to turn 
dixid to make a basket 
pinitY to ask 

pitid to tell 
pitciw to catch 
tcitid to pull hair 
winis to be ready 
xitYiw to be angry 
tcixitc to be sick 
idik to sing 
wida to dodge 
3d9y to be on 
cutux to skin 
dukud to bury 
dumuk to sweat 
k'uyuk to scratch 
nuhuk to kneel 
hupuc to select 

Before certain suffixes these stems, like other 
disyllabic stems, lose their second vowel, e.g.: 

dukud (imperative) 
dukud-ji (past) 

dukd-un (present-future) 
dukd-ut (passive) 

According to Kroeber this stem alternation is 
purely phonetic, not morphologic, in charac- 
ter, so that direct comparison with the stri- 
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kingly similar stem alternations of Takelma 
(e.g. aorist p'eleg-TO GO TO WAR : non-aorist 
p'elr-) is not feasible. However, this matter 
certainly needs further investigation, particu- 
larly as not all of Kroeber's forms seem to 
conform to his phonetic rule (loss of second 
vowel before a suffix beginning with a vowel). 
It may well be, on the other hand, that what 
was in remote origin a purely phonetic alter- 
nation in Takelma gradually assumed a mor- 
phological function. There is nothing to in- 
dicate this at present, however, for Takelma. 

In Miwok (Moquelumnan) the presence of 
the type (c)vciv(c)2- is as easy to demonstrate 
as in Wintun, Maidu, and Yokuts. For examples 
of nouns and adjectives I quote from Barrett's 
vocabularies of Coast Miwok : 

nawa old man 
ata elder brother 
saka cradle 
panak red-headed woodpecker 
patca poison 
wala Indian potatoe 
heleke neck 
ewe milk 
wene medicine 
ki'lli antler 
ki'ti lak butterfly 
pi'tci' nails 
ko'no' bow 
loko tule 
olok ocean 
posol lungs 
mo' lok condor 
koto grasshopper 
tso'to'i short 
pu'tu' infant 
pu'lu'k belly 
kulu'm. bone 
pu'tcu' wild onion 

i. See The Ethno-geography of the Pomo and neighboring 
Indians, UCP 6: 68-80. 

u'ku' hand 
tu'nu'k cradle 
su'ku'i sand 
mu'lu'-ta black 
u'lu'-ta red 
hu'ku' stinking 

From Kroeber's material 2 the following verb 
stems are cited 

ya'r,a to sleep 
kata to shut 
ete to see 
etepd to lie on one's stomach 
kelpe to swallow 
nete to count 
nipito to sit with folded leg 
hili to pinch 
owo to eat 
koyok to see 
toloye to hear 
lutsu to ascend 
uhu to drink 
unu to come 
yunu to kill 
kusu to sit with stretched leg 
nu~u to undress 
uku to enter 
utcu to stay 
yuku to swing 

Costanoan, finally, is perfectly analogous in 
this respect, as in so many others, to Miwok. 
Examples of nouns and adjectives are again 
quoted from Kroeber 3: 

ama person 
wara body 
patcan blood 

2. See his Miwok sketch (pp. 278-3 I9)in The Languages 
of the Coast of California north of San Francisco, UCP 9: 
273-435 (I9II). The Northern Sierra dialect is quoted. 

3. See vocabularies in The Chumash and Costanoan 
Languages (UCP 9: 237-27I [I9IO]). 
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lawan bow 
wasar wind 
lanai neck 
hatac foot 
tcara sky 
wakan snow 
hesexem old woman 

eyes beard 
tceyes jackrabbit 
weren rabbit 
wetel large 
sini child 
kinir fish 
pitin belly 
mini heart 
liti bow 
wixi fish 
worox hair 
kotco boy 
otco ear 
koro foot, leg 
conok bow 
moto cloud 

yokom ice 
tolos knee 
colok moccasin 
coto fire 
locko-, laska- white 
colko- black 
xutu belly 
kunuc pipe 
umux wolf 
pusut small 

It is worth noting that disyllabic stems of this 
type are in some dialects, particularly in that 
of Monterey, sometimes reduced to mono- 
syllables by the loss of the second vowel, e.g.: 

Monterey 
xurks neck 
tols knee 
tceis jackrabbit 

S. Juan Bautista 
xorkos 
tolos 

tceyes 

Some examples, furthermore, of vocalic repeti 
tion may be only the secondary result of as- 
similation, e.g.: 

S. 
S. 

Clara oroc bear 
Cruz lasa tongue 

tcipi knife 

ores (four other dialects) 
lase- (four other dialects) 
S. J. B. tyipe 
S. Francisco tipa 

For examples of Costanoan verb stems of type 
(c)vc'v(c2)- I quote from De laCuesta's Mutsun 
vocabulary : 

ama to eat 
ara to give 
axa to comb 
ata to examine 
wara to cut 
xawa to call 

saya to shout 
ene to write 
ele to raise 
wexe to shield 
mete to hide 
sepe to cut hair 
tere to cut hair 
pele to stick 
ipili to lie down 
witi to fall 
wixi to fish 
nimi to strike 
xiri to make dried meat 
olo to become blind 
yoko to become ashes 
moko to be born 
roto to drown 
xopo to give water 
tcorok to become sad 
upu to pay 
utu to guard 
luxun to stick in mud 

I. See J.A. Mason, 2'he Mutsun Dialect of Costanoan 
based on the Vocabulury of De la Cuesta (in UCP 11: 

399-472 [I9I6]). 
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rusu to spit 
sumu to decay 
tupun to finisl 
tculu to jump 

This list might be vastly extended. That the 
second vowel is felt as an integral part of the 
stem is shown by its persistence after infixed 
frequentative -s-, e.g.: 

ele-pu to go 
epe to pass 

else -pu many go 
epse many pass 

The final impression left on one's mind is 
that the stem type (c)vc,v(c2)- is quite unmista- 
kably, not to say exuberantly, represented in 
all the Penutian languages of California. It is, 
further, just as unmistakably in evidence in 
Takelma and Coos. Further north it appears 
to die out, in all probability owing to the ope- 
ration of destructive phonetic laws. Its persis- 
tence to a minor extent in Lower Umpqua 
(Siuslaw), however, is highly probable, while 
further data may eventually indicate its 
presence also in Kalapuya. In other words, we 
are not far from having demonstrated its charac- 
teristic presence in the Penutian languages as 
a whole. 

Whether any conceptual significance origi- 
nally attached to this type of stem formation 
it is quite impossible to say at present; quite 
probably it will always remain impossible. It 
will be interesting to determine later whether 

the Takelma alternation betwen the aorist verb 
stem with repeated vowel and non-aorist verb 
stem with single vowel is an archaic Penutian 
feature or a specialized development peculiar 
to Takelma. It is quite likely, indeed, to prove 
related to the alternation in Coos and Siuslaw 
between the short form and the (( amplified ? 
form of stem (generally with a-vowel), e.g. 

Coos tkwi'ti- to follow 
tctnti- to reach 

Siuslaw tkun'm- to close 
hi'ts- to put on 
i'tq- to dig 
hau'- to be ready 
wi'tu'- to agree 

tkwi'yati 
tctnati 
tkwam- 
hiyats- 
yatq- 
hawa- 
wi'iwa- 

The primary function of the amplified stem is 
the indication, apparently, of durative activity. 
Assuming the ( amplified )) stem of these lan- 
guages to be related to the aorist (present-past) 
stem of Takelma, it remains to be determined 
whether their amplifying a-vowel is genera- 
lized from stems with radical a (e.g. Siuslaw 
hau'-) or, on the contrary, the repeating vowel 
of Takelma is a secondary assimilation from an 
older -a- (e.g. p'eleg from *p'elag-). More pene- 
trating study of the Californian Penutian lan- 

guages may help to solve this and other simi- 
lar problems. 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

OTTAWA, CANADA. 
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